
Volleyball
STRATEGIES FOR A UP TEMPO OFFENSE
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GOALS OF THE OFFENSE

I. Create a stable serve-receive formation for all six rotations

II. Make it as easy as possible on the setter to penetrate

III. Allows hitters to move to any zone and all zones along the net (all three hitters)

IV. Able to place best hitter on weakest blocker

V. Isolate hitters

VI. Create misdirection with hitters

VII. Verbal Audible

VIII. Attack at fast tempos as often as needed

REQUIREMENTS:

1. Pass Well
2. Attack Middle
3. Versatile hitters (Swings or Outsides, Middles and Right Side or Opposite)
4. Strong Right Side
5. Good Setter
6. Have the ability to set any or all 5 hitters at anytime

BENEFITS:

1. Isolation of hitters
2. Block often chases hitter
3. Tremendous ability to adjust to opponents
4. Develops cognitive players
5. Naturally creates a disappear/reappear effect within the offense
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I.  CREATING A STABLE SERVE - RECEIVE AND PATTERNS FOR  ALL SIX 
ROTATIONS - TO INCREASE PASSING EFFICIENCY.

Concepts:

1) Include enough players in serve receive to cover the court adequately, yet 
prevent congestion, both physically and in communication.

2) The more often a player is able to pass the same area of the court, the more 
comfortable they become.

3) Allow the same players to receive serve as often as possible, without 
jeopardizing the tactical advantages created by the offense.

4) Place your best passer where the majority of the serves land.

5) Have better passers take larger areas of the court.

6) Develop serve receive pattern using the distance from the server as an aide.

7) Allow your passers good vision.

8) Have your serve receive pattern allow your hitters to attack from all zones on the net.

9) Aide in back row attack.
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II.  MAKE IT AS EASY AS POSSIBLE FOR THE SETTER
    TO PENETRATE TO THE NET ON SERVE RECEIVE

CONCEPTS:

1.) Establish a rotation line up that allows the setter to have the shortest possible 
distance to penetrate

2.) Develop serve receive patterns that enhance the ability of the setter to penetrate

3.) Have the setter set up their tactical position to allow the offense to be the most 
effective while at the same time being a threat as a part of the offense
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III.  ALLOWS HITTERS (ALL 3)  TO MOVE TO ANY ZONE 
ALONG THE NET

CONCEPTS:

1.) Develop attack pattern that will allow all hitters to attack a desired zone

2.) Develop attack patterns that will allow all hitters to stay in sync

3.) Have the ability to spread out the blockers

4.) Have the ability to flood zone of the court

5.) Have the ability to adjust on the fly depending on the serve

6.) Create combinations with hitters when needed
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IV.  HAVE THE ABILITY TO PLACE YOUR BEST HITTER ON 
THE OPPONENTS WEAKEST BLOCKER

CONCEPTS:

1.) Must be able to attack quick at all times.  Even when the pass is not perfect.

2.) Move your hitters areas to all or any area(s) on the net as described previously to achieve 

            specific match ups with blockers on any given rotation.

3.) To remember to have the hitters know the rationale for the system.  Don’t do it for the art of it.

4.) Be able to attack with combinations and second tempo play set to force match ups.

5.) Have the ability to disappear behind your hitters or setter and then reappear when attacking.
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V.  ISOLATE HITTERS

CONCEPTS:

1.) Be willing to sacrifice some accuracy in setting for the isolation of hitters

2.) Know what attack patterns will isolate your hitters best depending on the opponents blocking 
schemes

3.) Know when to spread out the block and when to bunch the block and when to go away from a 
block

4.) Parallel to the net attack patterns create more deception than the perpendicular attack patterns
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VI.  CREATE MISDIRECTION WITH HITTERS

CONCEPTS:

1.) When it is possible create on break point for hitters to attack from

2.) The slower tempo sets can include a misdirection jab step in the attack pattern

3.) Misdirect the set

4.) Misdirect the attack with the last attack
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VII. VERBAL AUDIBLES

CONCEPTS:

1.)  Have a verbal system to be able to change the play on the fly.

2.)  All audibles must be one syllable.

3.)  The final play call needs to have the ability to make a call based on the serve and the pass

4.) Prioritize play calling by order of hitters

5.)  How do audibles change for transition?
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VIII.  ATTACK AT FAST TEMPOS AS OFTEN AS NEEDED

CONCEPTS:

1.) The system is designed to defeat physically superior teams by forcing the pace

2.) Analyze the needs for victory based on the strengths or weaknesses of your opponent

3.) The faster the tempo, the greater the need for timing is required.

4.) Faster tempo involves greater risk.  Train setters to stretch and retract
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GOALS AND CONCEPTS OF THE 6-2 OFFENSE

I. Create a stable serve-receive formation for all six rotations

II. Make it as easy as possible on the setter to penetrate

III. Allows hitters to move to any zone and all zones along the net (all three hitters)

IV. Able to place best hitter on weakest blocker

V. Isolate hitters

VI. Create misdirection with hitters

VII. Verbal Audible

VIII. Attack at a tempo that allows good swings and still some isolation while using three hitters at all times.

REQUIREMENTS:

1. Good passers who can hit and are agile blockers
2. Strong Hitting on the Pins
3. Good Blockers on Pins and Agile Middles
4. Strong Right Side
5. Good Setter with Location
6. Have the ability to set at least 4 hitters at anytime

 BENEFITS

1. Basic system to run yet complicated to stop.
2. Allows good swings from a middle attack on tempo two sets often with few blockers
3. Ability to adjust to opponents
4. Creates a very good defensive team by allowing good blocking naturally
5. Allows greater specialization with everyone except the passers who are hitting.
6. Do not need good blocking setters or tall middle blockers
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VIII.  ATTACK AT A TEMPO THAT ALLOWS GOOD SWINGS AND 
STILL SOME ISOLATION WHILE USING THREE HITTERS 

AT ALL TIMES

CONCEPTS:

1.) The system is designed to attack with the most basic play.  An outside set at normal tempo, a 
back set at normal tempo and a play set in the middle, a “2”.

2.) The system can develop and evolve with as many attacking plays as time goes on.

3.) Crossing patterns with two hitters are very simple.

4.) The “right side” player can be used as a traditional middle attacker in serve receive.

5) The left side tempo can accelerate and or bring the “left side” hitter closer to the middle.

6) On short serves allow the passer/hitter to hit quick.
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